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Dominion Hills Area Recreation Association 
Regular Board Meeting Minutes 

March 8, 2018 
DHARA Community House 

 
Board Members: 

Present: Sam Alexander, Matt Bachrack, Michael Berecz, Scott Christensen, Rich Engel, 
Genna Gent, Brice Henderson, Mary Jane Klingelhofer, Dennis LeNard, Michael McMahon, 
Jennifer Smith, Julie Smith 
 
Absent: Matt Long, Stephen Nix, Scott Tate 
 
Quorum:  Yes 
 
Others present:  John Aldonas (Manager), Swim and Dive reps Mike Allen, Angela 
DiBenigno, Tom Joyce  
 

Notice of Meeting: 
Sent on:  March 6, 2018 
 

Call to Order and Remarks: 
Scott Christensen called the meeting to order at 7:40 pm and due to attendance of Swim and 
Dive reps, their update was presented first.   
 

Swim and Dive Update: 
For summer of 2018, swim coaches Caitlin Rotchford, Lauren Charles and Lindsay Cronin 
are all returning.  Three more coaches will be needed.  Dive coaches Isabel Grant, Lily 
Debenigno and Eric Wagner are lined up.  Brice Henderson moved to have Executive 
Committee contract with them; Matt Bachrack seconded motion; motion passed.   
 
Participation fees were discussed with a proposal to remove the discount for children 
participating in both swim and dive as DHARA is the only pool in this area that does this.  
This would bring in approximately $2500 more in fees.  Proposed registration fees for both 
swim and dive teams for 2018 were presented and approved by the Board. 
 
2018 NVSL Team Insurance Waiver Affirmation, NVSL Insurance Overview, NVSL 
Participation Waiver and Pool Safety Checklist were all presented for the Board’s review. 
 

Approval of Minutes: 
No minutes from prior meetings were presented.  

 
Confirm Executive Committee Actions: 

The Executive Committee approved Ashlawn’s use of our parking lot for multiple events at 
the school on Friday, February 23rd. 
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The President sent a letter to reply to Arlington County Assessment Office to confirm that 
DHARA should not be taxed as a commercial entity. 
 
The Executive Committee approved the Carver Family dispensation for an extension to pay 
their annual contribution since they are currently selling their house and would like to sell the 
pool membership as part of the contract.  It was then discussed at the meeting that they 
should go ahead and pay their dues and the house purchaser could reimburse them for the 
cost.  It was decided they need to pay the dues before April 15th to not incur a late fee. 
 
Pursuant to Board approval, new appliances, including refrigerator, washer, dryer and three 
window air conditioner units, were purchased for the Inscoe property and delivered on 
February 15th .   
 

Financial Report: 
Due to absence of Matt Long, Treasurer, there was no financial report. 
 

8th Road Project Update: 
Rich Engel shared the preliminary subdivision plat prepared by Karen White which has been 
given a six month preliminary approval by Arlington County.  The six months started in 
November 2017 so decisions will have to be made regarding the small wedge behind the 
proposed houses; the Safe Routes to School sidewalk; and the proposed pipeline for the 
storm water drainage currently shown running across the fronts of the proposed three houses.  
It is believed the County has already done the surface water calculations so that should not 
have to be paid for.  This was an informational discussion only but a decision will have to be 
made on how to next proceed before the expiration of the subdivision plat. 
  

Membership Recorder’s Report: 
Julie Smith reported that DHARA has a total of 507 memberships, with 500 standard shares 
and 7 Emeritus shares.  There are 380 families on the wait list, down by 40.  Recently 19 
members have joined and she is waiting for a response from one.  The remaining 20 either 
declined outright, declined because they joined another pool, did not respond, or had moved 
out of the area.  A suggestion was made to only allow membership rentals for two seasons or 
possible three seasons in a ten year period to encourage membership sales (see DH R&R 
12.10).  Another suggestion was made to look at the Emeritus list and possible phase this out.  
It was decided to ask Julie Jernigan to come to a future meeting to discuss.   
 
On motion by Brice Henderson, seconded by Matt Bachrack, the Board approved the sale of 
thirteen memberships:  #003 from xxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #015 
from xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxx; #020 from xxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxx; #037 from xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #137 from xxxxx 
xxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #150 from xxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx; #195 from xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #208 from xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #231 from xxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxx; #263 from xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #277 from xxx 
xxxxxxto xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; #462 from xxxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; and 
#484 from xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to xxxxxxxxxxxx.  
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Manager’s Report: 

John Aldonas is working with Jeff Allen on the sand filter change.  He is investigating a POS 
tablet system with register/receipt/credit card reader to minimize use of cash, improve 
monitoring and easier use by front desk attendants.   
 
John presented costs of approximately $2522 for furniture restrapping of broken sand, arm 
and chaise lounge chairs.  Jennifer Smith proposed a motion to spend up to $2600; it was 
seconded by Mike Berecz and passed unanimously.   
 
John has asked for suggestions for the new playground equipment to be installed by the 
Eagle Scout project and will contact Jackson about the loose benches already installed. 
 
John is researching a new electronic pool pass system; a new robot vacuum to replace the one 
that broke last year; and possible security cameras to be put at the front desk (2), guard room 
(2), pump room (1), back stairwell (1), and possibly four in the parking lot.   
 
John is getting bids for the bath house painting as well as costs for lane line replacement.  He 
is ordering the ADA lift chair and looking at waterproof short wave radios and replacement 
medical and safety equipment to replace worn out items. 
 
The main repair issue for the spring is the large crack in the wall next to the staircase 
entrance to the main pool which will need to be patched and possibly rebuilt. The pool will 
be drained in mid-April to address this. The other worrisome item is the large amount of 
water seepage coming into the pump room which is causing the walls to decay.   
 
A final discussion involved allowing the swim and dive families to eat around the pool area 
after 7:00pm when the pool is closed and no guards are available to remove trash.  Due to the 
mice, rats, raccoons and cockroaches which caused problems in the past, it was agreed to 
allow food on a trial basis if the water sports teams ensure that all trash is carried to the 
dumpsters each evening. 
 

Approval of Calendar: 
The draft calendar, prepared by Julie Smith and Cinnamon Melchor, was presented.  Matt 
Bachrack will be in charge of the adult dinner on July 14.  Mike Berecz is coordinating adult 
brunches and passed around a sign-up sheet.  It was discussed that the pool will need to close 
at 5:00pm for evening swim meets.   
 

Facilities and Construction Committee: 
Michael McMahon presented a 3/7/18 proposal for $47,475 for exterior waterproofing with 
excavation and backfill; concrete demo and removal; and installation of exterior sump pump 
with 9’ basin and buried discharge pipe.  This combined with the egress and bathroom 
renovations could total up to $600,000 in all. 
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Michael McMahon proposed to send a postcard to announce an information meeting on the 
bathhouse renovations during the second week of April.  The plans would then be posted on 
the website.  A second meeting to vote on funding options would be held in May. 
 

Inscoe Rental Property Committee: 
The tenants were put in touch with carpet people.  The new appliances (three window A/C 
units, refrigerator, washer and dryer) were installed on February 15, with old appliances 
donated to Community Forklist on February 14.   
 

Long Term Planning: 
A plan is in the works to send out a member survey (Survey Monkey, etc.) 
 

Alcohol Committee Update: 
The Alcohol Committee met on March 7 to discuss the DHARA Alcohol Policy now that the 
Virginia Governor has signed HB1520 which will go into effect on July 1, 2018.  Scott 
Christensen will email our insurance broker with proposed language for our proposed policy.  
It was suggested and agreed that we have one consistent policy and not a ‘pre-July 1’ and 
‘post-July 1’ policy and it was agreed that we will state that we need to be in compliance 
with both Virginia law and ABC regulations.  It was suggested that we also reach out to 
another insurance company for a price comparison. 
 

Final Updates: 
 Need to Update Email/Website Server/possible Payment Portal: 

A committee will be formed to research and recommend new options and meet with Julie 
Jernigan.  Three possible companies to use are Wild Apricot, Member Splash and Member 
Click.  A temporary email blast can be sent out with our domain name.  A motion was made 
by Sam Alexander to set up a temporary email solution.  Mike McMahan seconded and it 
was approved.   
 

Adjournment:  
The meeting was adjourned by unanimous consent at 10:24 p.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Mary Jane Klingelhofer  
Secretary 


